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Question of the week: As we think about what it means when something is polarizing, take 
turns answering: What is the best restaurant in Beaver County? 

Pathway to Life: Has anyone had an opportunity to engage in a spiritual conversation with an 
unbeliever, or share your faith this week? Describe what happened. 

Prayer: Ask God to transform you by the renewing of your minds in this time (Romans 12:2). 

Introduction: The Word —the Bible— is not just an opinion or good advice. And it’s certainly 
not just one of many paths to God. Rather, it is the Good News of God’s relentless pursuit of 
reconciliation, restoration, and redemption of His image bearers and His creation. God’s Word 
tells us there is only one way to be restored back to God — through His Son (John 14:6).  

Read 1 Thessalonians 2:13-16 and discuss the following questions with your Small Group. 

Revisit the Sermon:  
1. The Word is divinely inspired (13a) 

- Why is it important for us to understand that the Bible is divinely inspired?  
- What are the implications of the Bible being divinely inspired? (Read 2 Peter 1:20-21 and 2 

Timothy 3:16 to help further your discussion.) 

2. The Word brings transformation (13b) 

- Do we really need to be transformed? Why or why not? 

- What is the goal of transformation? What are we being transformed from and what are we 
being transformed into? 

- How is it that the Word can transform us? 

If you have experienced personal transformation through the Word of God share some of the 
ways that has happened. 

- The old adage is: If you fail to plan, plan to fail. Do you plan your time in the Word? Take turns 
sharing one practical way that you would personally like to grow in the Word this week in 
order that the Word can grow in you.  

3. The Word arouses opposition (14-16) 
The Bible reminds us that we can expect opposition wherever the gospel is advancing. But that 
shouldn’t stop us from displaying and declaring the Good News of Jesus Christ. 
- What is the worst thing that could happen if you share the gospel? 
- What is the worst thing that can happen if you don’t? 

Conclusion: Read John 1:1-4 & 14 together. As you go, remember to TRUST the Word, KNOW 
the Word, LOVE the Word, and SHARE the Word of Life.  

Pray that God would transform you and your Small Group  
so that you can bring transformation to a hurting world.


